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OUT OF BOUNDS: 
THE IMPROBABLE RESULTS OF THE 2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 

Domenico Ruggiero 

ABSTRACT 

This report assesses the 2020 presidential election between Donald J. Trump and Joseph Biden. After describing the scenario of the 

election analysis and the pre-election polling, the first part of the assessment will examine classic bellwether states that have historically 

been extremely reliable predictors of the eventual winner: Florida, Iowa and Ohio. The second part of the assessment will focus on a 

historical and statistical examination of five key battleground states. These five states won by President Trump during the 2016 

Presidential Election flipped to the Democrats in 2020: Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. 

Taken together, the evidence will show that it was statistically improbable — “out of bounds” — that Democrat candidate Joe 

Biden could’ve won the 2020 Presidential Election. 

Eight Key Points 

1. Trump and Biden were essentially tied: There was a total of 538 total electoral votes up for grabs. This

excludes 73 electoral votes — which are tied to five key battleground states that flipped in this election. Joe Biden secured 233

electoral votes compared to Donald Trump’s 232 electoral votes.

2. Trump outperformed the polls in the bellwether states: The last available polling numbers showed

Trump was winning the three bellwether states of Florida, Iowa and Ohio. The actual results had Trump exceeding those

predictors by as much as 6.2%.

3. Unexplained failure of reliable bellwether states: The bellwether states of Florida, Iowa and Ohio had

been historically useful in predicting the outcome since at least 1976. Furthermore, the three-state average has been in 100%

agreement with the election winner from 1976 to 2016. In 2020, Trump won these three bellwether states by a significant

margin — which would suggest all three were wrong for the first time in at least 44 years.

4. Polling showed Trump winning in four of the five key battleground states: The last available

polling numbers going into the election showed Trump winning the majority of the five key battleground states by as much as

5%.

5. Arizona and Georgia: Democrats have not won the states of Arizona or Georgia since Bill Clinton won them in 1996

with the aid of thirdparty candidate Ross Perot, who took votes away from Republican candidate Bob Dole. In 2016, Trump

beat Hillary Clinton in Arizona and Georgia by 3.5% and 5.1%, respectively. Pre-election polling for the 2020 election similarly

showed Trump beating Biden in Arizona and Georgia by 3% and 5%, respectively. With the reported results in these states,

Biden achieved an outcome that only had a 0.042% probability of occurring.

6. Biden overperformed in Republican-leaning states but underperformed in Democrat-

leaning states: Biden reportedly achieved an upsetvictory in Arizona and Georgia, yet at the same time underperformed

in the three Democrat-leaning states of Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.

7. Trump’s chances for victory were 60% to Biden’s 40%: The conservative analysis described in this

assessment will show that when examining the 32 possible combinations of winner/loser outcomes of these five key

battleground states, Trump would achieve victory 60% of the time compared to Biden’s 40%. Trump’s chance for victory is

1.5 times greater (150%) than Biden’s chances of victory.

8. Biden’s 1 out of 4,173 longshot of sweeping all five states: Democrat candidate Joe Biden reportedly

won all five of the key battleground states, yet this analysis will show he only had a 1 out of 4,173 (or 0.024%) chance of this

outcome.
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INTRODUCTION 

The impetus for this assessment is multiple metrics: When examined together, it becomes difficult to fathom how Democrat presidential 

candidate Joe Biden — a candidate with a history of two failed presidential primary campaigns and a generally “low-energy, just hide 

in the basement” campaign in his third attempt — could achieve a victory over a candidate with a vast and enthusiastic voter base like 

Donald Trump. 

Close Elections Deserve a Close Examination 

These five swing states were not won by overwhelming margins — some were turned by less than 1%.  Other post-election reports 

focused on the effects on the election due to COVID-19, race relations, and other factors. This assessment focuses on a numerical 

analysis of these states with the understanding that each and every election has some irregularities. Figure 1 lists the five flipped 

battleground states we examined, the pre-election polling, the difference in reported votes and the vote margin between the two 

candidates. 

FIGURE 1: RESULTS OF THE FIVE 2016 TO 2020 FLIPPED STATES 

STATE & ELECTORAL VOTES 

PRE-ELECTION 

POLLING 

REPORTED 

WINNER 

VOTE LEAD & 

VOTE MARGIN 

Arizona 

11 EV 

Trump 

by 3% 
(Trafalgar Group)

Biden 
10,457 

0.31% 

Georgia 

16 EV 

Trump 

by 5% 
(Trafalgar Group)

Biden 
12,670 

0.25% 

Michigan 

16 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(Trafalgar Group)

Biden 
154,188 

2.78% 

Pennsylvania 

20 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(Trafalgar Group)

Biden 
80,555 

1.16% 

Wisconsin 

10 EV 

Biden 

by 1% 
(Trafalgar Group)

Biden 
20,608 

0.62% 
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Pre-Election Polling 

Whenever possible, historically reliable polling was used. In most cases this is polling data from the Trafalgar Group. In the absence of 

this or any other reliable poll of likely voters, the RealClearPolitics poll average was used. 

The Election Scenario 

Five key states won by President Trump in 2016 flipped to Biden in the 2020 election. These five states have a combined total of 73 

outstanding electoral votes. Excluding these states, Joe Biden secured 233 electoral votes compared to Donald Trump’s 232 electoral 

votes. Figure 3 shows the Church Militant “Election Big Board” national electoral vote map. 

FIGURE 2: CHURCH MILITANT “ELECTION BIG BOARD” NATIONAL ELECTORAL VOTE MAP OF 

SECURED STATES AND THE YELLOW BATTLEGROUND STATES 

 

Statistics  

Before this analysis was performed, some basic statistics were gathered.  

Weighted Mean () 

A weighted average (mean) was placed on each election result to force more weight onto the more recent elections and less weight on 

the older elections. For 2020, the polling numbers are used instead of the reported results from the election since the results from those 

states are suspect. Furthermore, the Election Scenario assumes the five key battleground states are yet to be determined. The numbers 

below represent the spread in the vote by percentage with positive numbers being in favor of the Republicans and negative numbers in 

favor of Democrats (colors bars aid in this determination).   “BASIC STATS” in the title below doesn’t communicate. This whole thing 

is full of stats. What do the numbers represent? 
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FIGURE 3: BASIC STATS FOR THE FIVE KEY BATTLEGROUND STATES 

Standard Deviation () 

The standard deviation is a statistical measure of the amount of variation or the dispersion of values. A low standard deviation indicates 

the values are close to the weighted average (expected value), while a high standard deviation indicates the values are spread out over a 

wider range. 

Normal Distribution 

Also known as the Gaussian distribution, normal distribution is a probability distribution that is symmetric about the mean, showing 

that data near the mean are more frequent in occurrence than data far from the mean. In graph form, normal distribution will appear as 

a bell curve. The standard normal distribution has two parameters: the mean () and the standard deviation (). 

FIGURE 4: A NORMAL DISTRIBUTION “BELL CURVE” 

WITH THREE BANDS OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS 

Relative Frequency 

The vertical axis of the plot, not quantified in the graphic above but observed in our analysis, is the relative frequency.  It is symmetric 

around the mean (). A relative frequency distribution shows the proportion of the total number of observations associated with each 

value along the horizontal axis. The higher the relative frequency, the more likely that horizontal value is to be observed. 

Cumulative Frequency (Probabilities) 

Like the relative frequency (which is based on single horizontal values) the cumulative frequency is the sum of the area under the relative 

frequency curve across a range of horizontal values. For a normal distribution, 68% of the observations are within +/- one standard 

deviation of the mean, 95% are within +/- two standard deviations, and 99.7% are within +/- three standard deviations.  The determination 
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of the probabilities that each candidate will win a state based on the cumulative frequency left of a 0% vote spread (a win for Biden) 

and the cumulative frequency right of a 0% vote spread (a win for Trump). (This previous sentence is a fragment and needs fixing). 

The specifics for each of the five battleground states will be shown in greater detail in the “Discussion” section (below), but they all 

follow the concept set forth in Figure 4 above. 

Combining Probabilities 

It is possible to combine probabilities in various ways depending on whether the joining words are “AND” or “OR.” Provided the 

probabilities we seek to combine are independent — that is, the results of first outcome cannot influence the results of the second 

outcome — then the probabilities can be combined using simple math. 

Take for example the probabilities associated with a coin flip and the roll of a six-sided die. The probability of flipping a heads or a tails 

on the coin is 50% each (1 out of 2 possibilities). The probability of rolling any specific number on the die is 16.7% (1 out of 6 

possibilities). 

• If we seek to know the probability of flipping a heads AND rolling a 1 on the die, we multiply the two probabilities  

50% * 16.667% = 8.333% 

• If we seek to know the probability of flipping a heads OR rolling a 1 on the die, we add the two probabilities  

50% + 16.667% = 66.667% 

An example of a dependent outcome would be the odds of flipping over the top card on a deck of cards and hoping to find a specific 

card. For the first card, it would be 1 out of 52 (1.923%).  However, after that first card is removed from the deck, the odds of finding a 

specific card out the remaining cards changes to 1 out of 51 (1.961%). The probabilities would continue to increase after each card is 

removed until ultimately the odds of getting that last card when there is only 1 card left = 100% probability. 

For our analysis, the probabilities of winning or losing a state is considered independent from the other states. Results of one state do 

not have any connection to the results of the other states. Voters in one state can be assumed to have made up their minds for who they 

were going to vote for without “sitting on the fence” and waiting for the early results of another state to come in to help them make up 

their mind. 

DISCUSSION 

Path to Victory 

Typically, the candidate who achieves a minimum of 270 electoral votes is declared the winner of the presidential election. However, 

based on the 2020 election results for the House of Representatives and the members seated in 2021, there was an alternative path to 

victory for Trump in the event of a 269 electoral vote tie. 

Why Does a Tie Likely Lead to a Trump Victory? 

Although on Election Night there could be the appearance of a 269–269 tie of electoral votes, not all states have laws requiring the state 

electors to cast their vote for the popular vote winner. It is possible that a rogue elector could vote against the popular vote and break 

the 269 electoral vote tie. Assuming each state’s electors vote for the popular vote winner of their state, a 269–269 tie would have led 

to a contingent election process in which the delegation of the 50 states in the House of Representatives would pick the president.  

Members of the House of Representatives from each state vote as a group to determine whether that state’s single vote goes for one of 

the top three presidential candidates. It is a reasonable assumption that voting members would vote along party lines. Figure 5 shows a 

national map showing the 2021 majority party within the House of Representatives for each state with Pennsylvania locked in a tie. 
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FIGURE 5: NATIONAL MAP SHOWING MAJORITY PARTY WITHIN THE HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVES FOR EACH STATE 

 

Because Republicans control 26 state delegations and Democrats control only 23 state delegations, a 269–269 tie likely would have led 

to a 26–23 Trump victory via the House of Representatives (contingent election process). 

Electoral Votes Needed 

According to the election scenario above, Biden had to get 37 electoral votes (51% of the available 73) to achieve a 270-minimum 

electoral vote victory. Trump also only needed 37 electoral votes to achieve a 269-minimum electoral vote victory. Both candidates 

were essentially in a tie going into the analysis. This is Key Point #1. 
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FIGURE 6: THE CANDIDATES’ ELECTORAL VOTE (EV) SITUATION 

 

 

Bellwether States 

Three bellwether states — Florida, Iowa and Ohio — have been consistent predictors of the outcome of presidential elections. Naturally, 

these three states don’t pick the president, but historical data suggests voting decisions of these state residents reveal the overall mood 

of the entire nation. 

Results From the Bellwether States 

Trump won these three states by a substantial amount, and this would typically indicate Trump was the overall victor of the election.  

Figure 7 lists the three bellwether states to be examined, the pre-election polling, the difference in reported votes and the vote margin 

between the two candidates. 

FIGURE 7: RESULTS OF THE THREE BELLWETHER STATES 

STATE & ELECTORAL VOTES 

PRE-ELECTION 

POLLING 

REPORTED 

WINNER 

VOTE LEAD & 

VOTE MARGIN 

 

Florida 

29 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

Trump 
371,686 

3.4% 

 

Iowa 

6 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(RCP Average) 

Trump 
138,611 

8.5% 

 

Ohio 

18 EV 

Trump 

by 5% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

Trump 
475,669 

8.0% 

Trump won and outperformed the polls in the bellwether states; The actual results showed Trump exceeding those polling predictors by 

as much as 6.2%. This is Key Point #2. 
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Unexplained Failure of Reliable Bellwether States:  

At a minimum, outcomes in two of the three, and often all three, of these bellwether states have agreed with the presidential election 

winners since 1976. The three-state average has been 100% reliable up through 2016. Figure 8 shows the results of the bellwether states 

from 1976 to 2020. 

FIGURE 8: RESULTS OF THE BELLWETHER STATES FROM 1976 TO 2020 

  

Trump won these three states in 2016 and won the election that year. In 2020, Trump performed even better in Florida with substantial 

leads against Biden in Ohio and Iowa. In 2020, all four metrics were supposedly wrong for the first time in at least 44 years. This 

is Key Point #3. 

Results Based on Pre-Election Polling 

Recalling the pre-election polling for the five key battleground states in Figure 9, Trump was predicted to win four of the five states by 

as much as 5%. Assuming the polls were accurate in predicting the state winner, Trump would have gained 63 electoral votes to Biden’s 

10 electoral votes, giving the candidates totals of 295 and 243, respectively. This would have been sufficient for Trump to secure a 

second term. This is Key Point #4. 

FIGURE 9: PRE-ELECTION POLLING FOR THE FIVE FLIPPED STATES 

STATE & ELECTORAL VOTES 

PRE-ELECTION 

POLLING 

 

Arizona 

11 EV 

Trump 

by 3% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

 

Georgia 

16 EV 

Trump 

by 5% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

 

Michigan 

16 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(Trafalgar Group) 
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Pennsylvania 

20 EV 

Trump 

by 2% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

 

Wisconsin 

10 EV 

Biden 

by 1% 
(Trafalgar Group) 

 

Statistics of Recent Elections 

Expanding the analysis beyond just the 2020 pre-election polling, some basic statistics for the five key battleground states are used to 

determine the expected values from each state for the 2020 election. Figures 10 through 14 show a statistical analysis for each of these 

states. 
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FIGURE 10: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR ARIZONA 
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FIGURE 11: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR GEORGIA 
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FIGURE 12: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR MICHIGAN 
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FIGURE 13: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR PENNSYLVANIA 
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FIGURE 14: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR WISCONSIN 

 

Biden’s Unlikely Upset Wins in Republican Strongholds of Arizona and Georgia 

Democrats have not won Arizona or Georgia since Bill Clinton did in 1996 with the aid of third-party candidate Ross Perot, who took 

votes away from Republican candidate Bob Dole. Obama’s overwhelming win of 365 electoral votes to John McCain’s 173 electoral 

votes could not flip these states in their favor.  

In 2016, Trump beat Hillary Clinton in Arizona and Georgia by 3.5% and 5.1%, respectively. Pre-election polling for the 2020 election 

similarly showed Trump beating Biden in Arizona and Georgia by 3% and 5%, respectively. 

Referencing Figure 10 (the statistical analysis of Arizona) Biden reportedly won the state with a vote spread percentage of -0.31%. This 

result is outside of the typical ± 2 (95%) “margin of error” range of expected values. Referencing Figure 11 (the statistical analysis for 

Georgia) Biden reportedly won the state with a vote spread percentage of -0.25%. This result is also outside of the typical ± 2 (95%) 

“margin of error” range of expected values. 

Using the normal distribution for these states, the probability of Biden achieving at least this vote spread is 1.92% in Arizona and 2.19% 

in Georgia. It would be a remarkable achievement on the part of Biden to become an outlier in even one of these states. This is 

compounded by him allegedly doing it in both states. For Biden to achieve this pair of wins, we multiply both probabilities (1.92% * 

2.19%), resulting in a combined miniscule probability of 0.042% (42 hundred-thousandths). This is Key Point #5. 
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Biden’s Performance Contradiction 

Seen in context of historical values, Figure 15 shows the same probability curves over the min-to-max range of election results from 

2000 to 2016 (gray box), the weighted average (orange diamond), the vote spread % in 2016 (red hourglass), and the vote spread 

percentage in 2020 (blue diamond). The respective Democrat and Republican probabilities are quantified in the middle columns. 

 FIGURE 15: AGGREGATE VIEW OF STATE STATISTICS 

 

 

Note again how far out of bounds Biden’s reported wins in Georgia and Arizona are at the far tail of the probability curve. Examining 

the Democrat-leaning states, Biden performed worse than average in the other three states. There is an apparent contradiction when a 

Democrat candidate does worse than average in Democrat-leaning battleground states yet accomplishes an overwhelming upset win in 

Republican-stronghold states. This is Key Point #6. 

Likelihood of Trump vs. Biden Victory 

We will now examine the flipping of the five states won by Trump in 2016 to Biden in 2020. 

Setup of the Outcome Combinations 

To determine the probability of a Trump vs. Biden victory, we will examine all of the 32 possible combinations of winner/loser outcomes 

of these five states and determine the likelihood of each possible outcome. Figure 16 shows there are 2 to the n-th power outcomes (n = 

# of states). 
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FIGURE 16: NUMBER OF POSSIBLE OUTCOMES BASED ON A FIVE-STATE ANALYSIS 

  

As more states are added to the analysis, the number of possible outcomes increases. Figure 17 demonstrates how with each state added, 

the number of outcomes doubles. 

FIGURE 17: SAMPLE OF OUTCOME DOUBLING WITH EACH STATE ADDED TO ANALYSIS 

 

Outcome Analysis 

We now examine the 32 possible outcomes with these win/loss probabilities. Figure 18 shows the analysis of the 32 possible outcomes 

using the winning probabilities from each state. Recall that in this case, the combination of probabilities is found by multiplying each 

of the respective probabilities together. When multiplying the five different state probabilities, a win means we use the Republican win 

percentage for that state and a loss means we use the Democrat win percentage for that state. 
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FIGURE 18: ANALYSIS OF 32 POSSIBLE OUTCOMES 

 

The candidate electoral votes (EVs) include the EVs won by winning the combination of states plus their starting EV count as seen at 

the top of the EV columns. Provided Trump wins the electoral votes from the states on each combination line to reach a minimum total 

of 269 electoral votes, he is the winner of that outcome combination. 

Intuitively, we can confirm the three Democrat-leaning states being won by Biden and the two Republican-leaning states being won by 

Trump in combination #29 is the most likely outcome of all 32 possible combinations with a probability of 35.9%. However, this doesn’t 

tell the whole story. This is just one possible outcome that must be considered along with the others.  

Figure 19 shows a histogram of Trump’s possible electoral vote outcomes with each bar equaling the sum of probabilities where the 

outcome of total electoral votes matched. A blue bar means that Trump lost the election, and a red bar means that Trump won the 

election. 
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FIGURE 19: HISTOGRAM OF TRUMP’S ELECTORAL VOTE OUTCOMES 

 

 

By summing up all of the probabilities that Trump wins a minimum of 269 electoral votes, we find that Trump would achieve victory 

60% of the time compared to Biden’s 40%. Trump’s victory was 150% more likely (60% divided by 40%). This is Key Point #7. 

Sweeping the Five States 

Examining individual combinations, we see a sweep of the states is found in combination #1 for Trump and combination #32 for Biden. 

Biden had a 0.024% (or 1 out of 4,173) chance of sweeping the five states, whereas Trump had a 1.996% chance (or 1 out of 50) chance 

of sweeping the five states like had had done in 2016. Trump’s sweep of these states was 83 times (or 8,317%) more likely than Biden’s 

sweep of these states. This is Key Point #8. 

SUMMARY 

Having examined the data presented in this assessment, it isn’t possible to come up with definitive odds that all these facts could be true 

and still result in a Biden victory over Trump. Even without a magical mathematical formula, our minds can intuitively fathom how 

improbable it was.  

• The bellwether state predictors accurately reflected Trump’s victory in 2016; in 2020 Trump performed even better by these 

predictors 

• These reliable bellwether states, with their high success rate, failed miserably (completely wrong in all four bellwether metrics) 

for the first time in over 44 years  

• Trump had four of five state polls in his favor; Biden only had one 
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• Biden’s outlier wins in Arizona and Georgia are extremely unlikely, especially when considering  he underperformed in the 

other battleground states 

• The analytical odds were in Trump’s favor by 60% compared to Biden’s 40%, yet somehow Biden achieved a sweep of five of 

five states – an outcome with a 0.024% (or 1 out of 4,173) chance of occurring. 

In summary, the odds were not in Biden’s favor – the odds were out of bounds  beyond any reasonable expectation. 
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